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UPC3 Balwyn Heritage Study peer review - results of 
preliminary consultation 

 

Abstract 
 
On 18 September 2017, the Urban Planning Special Committee (UPSC) resolved to 
carry out preliminary consultation with the owners and occupiers of twelve properties 
and two precincts (comprising a total of 122 properties) that had been reviewed by 
Council’s expert heritage consultant as part of the Balwyn Heritage Study Peer 
Review process.  
 
Preliminary consultation on the draft heritage citations was undertaken from 9 
October 2017 to 6 November 2017.  
 
A total of 24 responses have been received. Key issues raised within responses 
include: 
 
1. General opposition to proposed heritage listings. 
2. General support for proposed heritage listings. 
3. Concerns about negative impacts on property values. 
4. Concerns about impacts on future development opportunities.  
5. Disagreement with proposed heritage gradings.  
 
Officers have summarised and responded to the feedback received in Attachment 1.  
 
Of the 14 heritage citations that were on preliminary consultation, officers have 
recommended the following changes to two of the citations: 
 
1. 288-290 & 292 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn: These properties are currently 

identified as contributory properties to the Balwyn Village Commercial Heritage 
Precinct. Council’s expert heritage consultant advises that these properties 
should be down-graded to non-contributory.  

2. 231 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn: The photograph of the Palace Balwyn Cinema 
should be replaced with a more up-to-date photograph.  

 
In addition, officers are recommending that the following two citations are excluded 
from the proposed amendment: 
 
1. 25 Burroughs Road, Balwyn: Records show that this property was constructed 

in 1947. As this falls outside of the remit of the Balwyn Heritage Study peer 
review (i.e. properties built after the end of World War 2 are not to be included) 
this property should be excluded from the peer review and subsequent planning 
scheme amendment.  

2. 22 Riverview Road, Balwyn North: Records show that this property was 
constructed in 1949. As this falls outside of the remit of the Balwyn Heritage 
Study peer review (i.e. properties built after the end of World War 2 are not to 
be included) this property should be excluded from the peer review and 
subsequent planning scheme amendment.  

 
It is recommended that the UPSC adopt the draft heritage citations, subject to the 
changes recommended in Attachment 1, and write to the Minister for Planning to 
seek authorisation to prepare and exhibit a planning scheme amendment.  
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Officers' recommendation 
 
That the Urban Planning Special Committee resolve to: 
 
1. Receive and note the feedback received and outcomes of the preliminary 

consultation process undertaken on the draft heritage citations.  
 

2. Endorse the officers’ response to the preliminary feedback received and 
recommended changes to the draft heritage citations outlined in Attachment 1.  
 

3. Adopt the heritage citations contained in Attachment 2. 
 

4. Write to the Minister for Planning to request authorisation to prepare an 
amendment to the Boroondara Planning Scheme in accordance with Section 4B 
and 8A(4) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to include identified 
properties in the Heritage Overlay.  

 
5. Following receipt of authorisation from the Minister for Planning, exhibit the 

amendment in accordance with Section 19 of the Planning and Environment Act 
1987.  

 
6. Write to the Minister for Planning to request that he prepare, adopt and approve 

an amendment to the Boroondara Planning Scheme under Section 20(4) of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 to introduce interim heritage controls to 
properties recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay. 
 

7. Notwithstanding resolution 5, authorise officers to modify the amendment to 
remove properties which have been legally demolished prior to exhibition of the 
amendment. 
   

8. Authorise the Director City Planning to undertake administrative changes to the 
amendment that do not change the intent of the amendment or any changes 
required under the Minister for Planning’s authorisation prior to the 
commencement of exhibition.  

 
Document information 
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Responsible director: Shiran Wickramasinghe 

City Planning 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Purpose 
 

The purpose of this report is to: 
 
1. Inform Councillors of the outcomes of the preliminary consultation 

process for the draft heritage citations produced through the Balwyn 
Heritage Study Peer Review.  

2. Seek a resolution to commence an amendment to the Boroondara 
Planning Scheme to introduce Heritage Overlays to the properties and 
precincts detailed within the draft heritage citations at Attachment 2.  

 
2. Policy implications and relevance to council plan 
 

Council Plan 2017-2021 
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review is consistent with the strategic 
objective to ‘Facilitate the process of urban renewal throughout the City to 
enhance amenity by efficient and effective permit issuing administration’ under 
Theme 3 - Enhanced amenity.  
 
Specifically, the Balwyn Heritage Study peer review implements Council's 
commitment to 'engage with our community in striving for protection and 
enhancement of the natural and built environment’ (Strategy 10). 
 
The project will further assist Council in fulfilling its major initiative commitment 
to ‘protect the City’s heritage by continuing a municipal wide heritage 
assessment of all areas not currently subject to a heritage overlay in the 
Boroondara Planning Scheme’.  
 
Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-17 
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review implements Strategic Objective 2 of 
the Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-17, to ‘enhance and 
develop our neighbourhoods to support health and wellbeing’ by including 
places of heritage significance in the Heritage Overlay. In particular this 
amendment implements Strategy 2.2 to support practices that assist Council 
and the community maintain and enhance our natural environment for future 
generations. 
 
Heritage Action Plan 2016 
 
The Heritage Action Plan was adopted by Council on 2 May 2016 and 
establishes the framework to guide Council’s heritage work program as it 
relates to the identification, protection, management and promotion of 
Boroondara’s heritage assets.  
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review is consistent with the following action 
of the Heritage Action Plan 2016: 

 

 Prepare and implement heritage controls to properties identified as 
‘individually significant’ in the Balwyn, Balwyn North and Deepdene 
Heritage Study (OAR26) 
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Boroondara Planning Scheme 
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review is consistent with the objectives of the 
State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) and Local Planning Policy 
Framework (LPPF). In particular it addresses the following Clauses: 
 
 Clause 15.03-1 Heritage Conservation which seeks to ‘ensure the 

conservation of places of heritage significance’ by identifying, retaining and 
protecting places with identified heritage significance. 

 Clause 21.05 Heritage, Landscapes and Urban Character of the Municipal 
Strategic Statement which includes the objective ‘to identify and protect all 
individual places, objects and precincts of cultural heritage, aboriginal, 
townscape and landscape significance’.  

 Clause 22.03-2 (Heritage Policy) which seeks ‘to preserve ‘significant’ 
heritage places, protecting all significant heritage fabric including elements 
that cannot be seen from the public realm’, ‘to retain and conserve 
‘contributory’ places and fabric in the Heritage Overlay which are visible 
from the primary street frontage’ and ‘to ensure buildings and works to 
‘non-contributory’ properties are sympathetic to the heritage values of the 
precinct and complement the precinct’s heritage built fabric by being 
respectful of the scale, massing, rhythm and detailing’. 

 
Both the SPPF and LPPF seek to ensure the HO is applied to protect places 
of heritage significance in the City of Boroondara. 
 
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 
 
The identification, assessment and protection of places of local heritage 
significance are supported by Outcome 4 of Plan Melbourne which seeks to 
ensure that ‘Melbourne is a distinctive and liveable city with quality design and 
amenity’. Direction 4.4 recognises the contribution heritage makes to 
Melbourne’ distinctiveness and liveability and advocates for the protection of 
Melbourne’s heritage places.  
 
In particular, Policy 4.4.1 recognises the need for ‘continuous identification 
and review of currently unprotected heritage sites and targeted assessments 
of heritage sites in areas identified as likely to be subject to substantial 
change’. 
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review is consistent with these Plan 
Melbourne directions and initiatives.  
 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 
The Balwyn Heritage Study peer review is consistent with the objectives of 
planning in Victoria, in particular the objective detailed in Section 4(1) d of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987, being: 
 
To conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of 
scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special 
cultural value. 
 
This means that Council has a statutory obligation to continuously identify and 
protect places of heritage significance through the Heritage Overlay.   
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3. Background 
 

Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage Study (incorporating Deepdene and 
Greythorn)  
 
The draft Balwyn and Balwyn North Heritage Study (incorporating Deepdene 
and Greythorn) (the draft Study) was completed in June 2014 identifying 26 
properties and four precincts to be included in the Heritage Overlay and 
recommending a further 40 properties for further investigation.  
 
Preliminary consultation was undertaken in February/March 2015 with a total 
of 137 responses received. Of these, 94 responses were opposed to the 
recommendations, 22 were in support and 21 were neither in favour nor 
opposed, making comments on other matters such as the process of 
identifying properties or querying the heritage status of other buildings.  
 
UPSC Meeting September 2015 
 
On 7 September 2015 the Urban Planning Special Committee (UPSC) 
resolved to not proceed with adopting the draft Study. A planning scheme 
amendment to implement the recommendations of the Study therefore did not 
commence. The UPSC reached this decision based on the community’s 
strong opposition to the recommendations of the draft Study, particularly the 
emphasis on post-war architecture.  
 
At the September UPSC meeting, 19 submitters opposed the officer 
recommendation to commence the process of introducing the Heritage 
Overlay with 15 of these addressing the UPSC. Only four submitters 
addressed the UPSC in support of the officer’s recommendation illustrating the 
significant opposition to the proposal.  
 
The UPSC also resolved that all properties be removed from Council’s register 
of possible heritage properties. As a result, the properties were no longer 
subject to Council’s adopted process to assess possible heritage properties 
during the report and consent procedures for demolitions of buildings under 
Section 29A of the Building Act 1993. 
 
Following the UPSC’s decision, Council wrote to all affected property owners 
and occupiers to inform them of the decision.  
 
UPSC Meeting March 2017 
 
On 20 March 2017, the UPSC resolved to undertake a peer review of the draft 
Study. The peer review was to exclude properties that have been demolished, 
properties already within the Heritage Overlay and any post-World War 2 
properties from consideration.  Post World War 2 properties have been 
defined as buildings which have been constructed in 1946 or later. 

 
Following the preparation of a new Balwyn Heritage Study, officers were to 
carry out preliminary consultation on the new study’s recommendations. 
Additionally, all properties recommended for heritage protection by the new 
study were to be included on Council’s possible heritage register. 
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Request for Quotation/Tender process 
 
Council officers conducted a Request for Quotation in March 2017. Two 
responses were received. However, as both responses were quoting a value 
greater than $150,000, Section 186 of the Local Government Act 1989 
prohibited Council officers from making a decision to appoint either 
respondent.  
 
Officers therefore conducted a full public tender for the services. Two further 
responses were received, in addition to the previous two responses. However, 
all responses were well in excess of Council’s budget or timeframe for the 
peer review.  
 
Officers determined that there were no suitable tender responses and that 
none of the respondents should be appointed to carry out the peer review.  
 
UPSC Meeting September 2017 
 
Having regard to proceedings detailed above, on 18 September 2017, the 
UPSC resolved to incorporate the peer review into the existing heritage 
consultancy work being carried out by Context Pty. Ltd. This involves the 
ongoing work of assessing Section 29A applications and preparing heritage 
citations for heritage properties.  
 
The UPSC also resolved to commence preliminary consultation on twelve 
individual properties and two precincts (comprising a total of 122 properties) 
that had completed heritage citations.  

 
4. Outline of key issues/options 
 

Preliminary consultation was carried out to affected and adjoining property 
owners and occupiers of the twelve individual properties and two precincts.  
 
The consultation period ran from 9 October 2017 to 6 November 2017.  
 
A total of 24 responses have been received. Key issues raised within 13 
responses include general opposition to proposed heritage listings compared 
to six responses received providing general support for proposed heritage 
listings.  
 
Other issues raised include: 
 Concerns about negative impacts on property values. 
 Concerns about impacts on future development opportunities.  
 Disagreement with proposed heritage gradings.  

 
Officers have summarised and responded to the feedback received in 
Attachment 1.  
 
Of the 14 heritage citations that were on preliminary consultation, officers have 
recommended the following changes to two of the citations: 

 
1. 288-290 & 292 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn: These properties are currently 

identified as contributory properties to the Balwyn Village Commercial 
Heritage Precinct. Council’s expert heritage consultant advises that these 
properties should be down-graded to non-contributory.  
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2. 231 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn: The photograph of the Palace Balwyn 

Cinema should be replaced with a more up-to-date photograph.  
 

In addition, officers are recommending that the following two citations (see 
Attachment 3) are excluded from the proposed amendment: 

 
1. 25 Burroughs Road, Balwyn: Records show that this property was 

constructed in 1947. As this falls outside of the remit of the Balwyn 
Heritage Study peer review (i.e. properties built after the end of World 
War 2 are not to be included) this property should be excluded from the 
peer review and subsequent planning scheme amendment.  
 

2. 22 Riverview Road, Balwyn North: Records show that this property was 
constructed in 1949. As this falls outside of the remit of the Balwyn 
Heritage Study peer review (i.e. properties built after the end of World 
War 2 are not to be included) this property should be excluded from the 
peer review and subsequent planning scheme amendment.  

  
It is recommended that the UPSC adopt the remaining draft heritage citations, 
subject to the changes recommended in Attachment 1, and write to the 
Minister for Planning to seek authorisation to prepare and exhibit a planning 
scheme amendment.  
 

5. Consultation/communication 
 

All owners and occupiers of affected and adjoining properties received written 
notification of the preliminary consultation process. They have also received 
an invitation to this meeting in order to address the UPSC should they wish.  
 
The formal planning scheme amendment process will include a standard 
exhibition process. All affected and adjoining property owners and occupiers 
as well as relevant community groups will be notified in writing and will have 
an opportunity to make a submission to Council regarding their property. Any 
opposing submissions that cannot be resolved will be referred to a planning 
panel should the UPSC decide to progress the amendment at that stage.  
 

6. Financial and resource implications 
 

The peer review of the Balwyn Heritage Study already has a dedicated priority 
project budget of $50,000 allocated within the 2017/18 financial year. In 
addition, there is a dedicated priority budget of $40,119 to carry out the 
planning scheme amendment.   
 
Any additional costs associated with notification of affected property owners 
and occupiers and with the processing of Section 29A applications that arise 
will be covered by the Strategic Planning Department’s 2017/18 operating 
budget.  
 
Costs associated with the planning scheme amendment and application for 
interim heritage controls will be covered by the Strategic Planning 
Department’s 2017/18 operating budget.  
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7. Governance issues 
 

The officers responsible for this report have no direct or indirect interests 
requiring disclosure.  
 
The implications of this report have been assessed and are not considered 
likely to breach or infringe upon, the human rights contained in the Victorian 
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. 
 

8. Social and environmental issues 
 

Including the proposed properties and precincts within the Heritage Overlay 
will have positive social and environmental effects by contributing to the 
continued protection and management of the City’s built heritage.  

 
 
Manager: Zoran Jovanovski, Strategic Planning 
 
Report officer: Nick Brennan, Senior Strategic Planner 
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Please note: Submissions have been numbered in chronological order of date received by Council  

Submitter

1 258 Whitehorse
Road, Balwyn

Owner

This property has little or no heritage 
significance. It should not be included 
in a Heritage Overlay.

The shop at 258 Whitehorse Road, Balwyn has been 
identified as a contributory property within the Balwyn 
Village Commercial Precinct. 

The citation identifies the property as part of a “…row 
of two-storey residential shops at Nos 252-258 … 
one pair in red brick with unpainted rendered piers 
(Nos 256-258)…”.

The citation lays out a clear assessment that this site 
should be included in the Heritage Overlay. 

The submitter has provided no evidence to 
substantiate the claim that this property has little or 
no heritage significance. 

2 146-148 Winmalee 
Road, Balwyn

Community Member

This property has been allowed to 
deteriorate and a significant portion 
of the hedge has been removed. 

There should be enforcement of 
regulations and penalties for those 
who break them. 

At the time of the removal of a portion of the hedge, 
this site was not subject to a Heritage Overlay and 
Council therefore had no powers to prevent the 
removal of the hedge.

The draft citation notes it as a significant feature of 
the property. 

By including this property within the Heritage Overlay
Council will have the power to regulate future 
changes to this property. The draft citation also 
proposes vegetation controls, which allow Council to 
regulate any future removal of the hedge. 

An inspection of this property shows that the cypress 
hedge on the western boundary of the property 
remains in place. 

3 224 Belmore Road, 
Balwyn

This heritage study is too little too 
late and will make no difference to 
the appearance of the 
neighbourhood. 

Council has undertaken this process in order to 
ensure that remaining heritage properties are 
protected from demolition or inappropriate 
development. 

Attachment 1
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Submitter

Community Member Council should concentrate on 
regulating what will be built to replace 
these properties. 

In the last few years, Council has introduced new 
residential zones to provide greater guidance for 
residential development and to provide greater 
protections to residential amenity.  

4 231 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Community Member

The Balwyn Theatre should remain 
as it stands. 

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the site to protect the theatre 
from inappropriate development.

5 25 Burroughs Road, 
Balwyn

Owner

This property was built in the post 
war period, and should therefore not 
be included in the peer review 
process. 

There are other dwellings built by this 
builder already within the Heritage 
Overlay, are more required?

On purchasing the property, the 
owner was informed that it was not 
subject to heritage controls. 

Council is negligent in allowing large 
single dwellings to be constructed 
which are reducing residential 
amenity. 

Including this property in the Heritage 
Overlay will reduce the value of the 
property. 

This dwelling has been modified 
extensively. 

Built date

The submitter is correct in stating that the house at 
25 Burroughs Road was constructed shortly after 
WWII.

As documented by the City of Camberwell Building 
Permit Card, FJ Sanders applied for a permit on 16 
December 1946 (Reg. 19162) to construct a four-
room brick veneer house with a tile roof. Trench 
digging began on 15 January 1947. Sanders was 
listed as the ‘owner or occupier’ and the builder.

In 1948 FJ Sanders applied to enlarge the house, 
and build a garage and workshop (Reg. 1640, 25 
May 1948), which was clearly completion of the 
original program. The Building Inspector approved 
the trenches on 1 June 1948. 

These dates are in keeping with the History 
presented in the place citation.

Intactness

The addition of a second garage in 1972, and partial 
recladding in 1974, are also documented by the 
Building Permit Card.

The ‘aluminium cladding’ mentioned by the submitter
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Submitter

appears to be to a side and rear dormer window (or 
possibly to a concealed rear part of the house).

Additional fencing also appears to be at the rear of 
the property, as the two street boundaries retain a 
fine cream-brick fence with gabled piers.

The additional garage is a small structure, beside the 
dramatically gabled original garage. It continues the 
same cream brick, but has a simple front parapet.

None of these external changes detracts from the 
overall presentation and significance of the house. As 
no Internal Alteration Controls are proposed, internal 
remodelling is not taken into account in assessing 
whether the house should be protected in the 
Heritage Overlay.

6 262 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Owner

This property should not be included 
in the heritage overlay as there is 
nothing of substance to the heritage. 

There has been development of 
many modern buildings. 

A Heritage Overlay would hold back 
future progress. 

This site has been identified within the draft citation 
as a contributory building to the Balwyn Road 
Commercial Precinct. 

The citation notes that “… there are three pairs of 
early single-storey shops (Nos 260-262, 276-78 and 
284-286), all similarly articulated with solid parapets 
of capped brick piers and curved walls with matching 
moulded capping.” It also notes that “[t]here is 
remnant painted signage … on the parapet of No 262 
(stating “Fish Shop”).”

The citation provides clear reasoning for including 
this property within the precinct as a contributory 
property. 

The submitter has provided no evidence to 
substantiate the claim that this property has little or 
no heritage significance. 

Under a Heritage Overlay a planning permit is 
required for buildings and works. However, 
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development is not prohibited, and there are many 
examples throughout Boroondara of properties that 
have been successfully developed under the 
Heritage Overlay. 

7 34a Maud Street, 
Balwyn North

Owner

This dwelling is in poor repair and 
should therefore not be included on 
the Heritage Overlay.

A building requiring works typical for a house of its 
age is not a reason to not include a property in the 
Heritage Overlay. The condition of a building is only 
taken into account at the assessment stage if it is 
severely dilapidated. 

The condition of a building is not a reason to not 
apply a Heritage Overlay. Planning Panels have 
consistently supported this position. 

The draft citation for the Maud Street Maisonettes 
Precinct identifies 34a Maud Street as exhibiting 
many characteristics in common with the rest of the 
precinct. The draft citation therefore nominates this 
property as a contributory place to the precinct. 

8 48 Narrak Road, 
Balwyn

Owner

Including this property in the Heritage 
Overlay will have a negative impact 
on the property value.

If the owner is forced to sell due to
the Heritage Overlay, the dwelling is 
likely to be demolished for a new 
development. 

Property values are influenced by a range of factors 
outside the planning system and are not a matter 
considered by Council or the heritage consultant in 
the identification and recommendation of heritage 
properties.

Once a property is included in the Heritage Overlay, 
a planning permit is required for demolition, buildings 
and works and subdivision. The overlay itself does 
not prohibit development.

Council is a Planning Authority and is responsible for 
managing the Boroondara Planning Scheme. 
Heritage is a key concern for residents of Boroondara 
and the Heritage Overlay is a recognised mechanism 
for protecting valued heritage places and precincts. 
Council accepts that the timing of such studies will 
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not always align with landowner intentions for their 
properties.

9 32 Winmalee Road, 
Balwyn

Community Member

This property is the sole remaining 
part of the Mary’s Mount Estate and 
should be protected. 

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the site to protect the property 
from inappropriate development.

10 231 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Community Member

The Balwyn picture theatre should be 
protected from development.

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the site to protect the theatre 
from inappropriate development.

11 Address not 
provided - within 
Maud Street Precinct

Owner

This property should not be included 
in the Heritage Overlay. 

This property has been heavily 
renovated such that only the front 
façade remains as original. 

There is a car port that has been 
added to the property that detracts 
from the heritage value. 

It is difficult to respond to specific points without 
knowing the specific property referenced. 

Officers note that there are a range of gradings of 
buildings within the precinct, ranging from significant 
to non-contributory, that reflect the intactness and 
significance of each dwelling. 

A property that has undergone alterations or 
additions may still contribute to a precinct and 
therefore warrant heritage protection. 

12 Maud Street Precinct

Community Member

These properties represent a special 
style of development and are worthy 
of protection. 

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the area to protect the precinct 
from inappropriate development.

13 260 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Owner

These properties are not exceptional 
and do not warrant heritage 
protection.

The properties at the corner of 
Balwyn and Whitehorse Roads 

The draft citation that has been prepared for the 
Balwyn Commercial Heritage Precinct nominates 260 
Whitehorse Road as a contributory property. 

The citation notes that “…there are three pairs of 
early single-storey shops (Nos 260-262, 276-78 and 
284-286), all similarly articulated with solid parapets 
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should be protected. of capped brick piers and curved walls with matching 
moulded capping.”

The submitter has provided no evidence to 
substantiate the claim that this property does not 
warrant heritage protection. 

14 86 Balwyn Road, 
Balwyn

St Barnabas Church

Community Member

Would be happy to see a Heritage 
Overlay on St Barnabas Church. 

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the site to protect the property 
from inappropriate development.

15 192 Doncaster 
Road, Balwyn

Community Member

Have reviewed the documentation 
regarding 192 Doncaster Rd North 
Balwyn and agree with its 
classification as a building with 
Heritage significance.

Officers agree and are seeking to introduce a 
Heritage Overlay to the site to protect the property 
from inappropriate development.

16 38 Monash Ave, 
Balwyn

Owner

This property occupies less than 30% 
of the block and is set a long way 
back from the street boundary. It is 
therefore difficult to develop the site 
with an additional dwelling to the rear 
of the existing dwelling. 

The property has been described as 
a Builder’s Tudor, this is not a 
category recognised by the Heritage 
Council or Heritage Victoria. There is 
no architect design or architectural 
history to justify a Heritage Overlay.

Due to the size and location of the 
existing dwelling, it will not be 
possible to renovate up to the size 

The decision of whether a place should be protected 
in the Heritage Overlay is based on its heritage value 
alone. Decisions about redevelopment are properly 
made at the planning permit application stage.

The house is noted in the Description section of the 
place citation as ‘Tudor Revival style’. This is a 
recognised style name, and is a more specific term 
for one of the expressions of the ‘Old English’ mode, 
which was very popular in Victoria in the 1930s and 
1940s.

The discussion in the Comparative Analysis used the 
term “Builder’s Tudor” in quotations, indicating that it 
is a non-standard term (here, used to indicate the 
non-architect designed examples of Tudor Revival).

Officers note that there is no requirement for a 
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and standard of modern dwellings.  

Other similar dwellings in the area 
have been sold and demolished. It is 
not fair to restrict the remaining one 
from doing the same. 

Curbside assessment is not an 
acceptable method to justify such 
restrictions. No inspection of the 
property has ever been undertaken. 

building to be designed by an architect in order to 
warrant heritage protection. It only needs to be 
demonstrated that it is one of the best of its kind in a 
given suburb (or municipality), which has been done 
in the Comparative Analysis.

Council does not consider opportunities for future 
development when making a determination of 
heritage significance of a property. Previous 
developments of similar sites are likewise not a 
relevant consideration for heritage significance. 

‘Curbside’ inspection (i.e., from the public domain) of 
properties is standard for municipal heritage studies 
in Victoria. Of course, it is also useful to be able to 
enter a property, particularly when there is extensive 
planting in the front garden. 

If the submitter provided permission for Council to 
entire the site a more thorough inspection could be 
carried out. However, previous written requests for 
this access to be provided have not been responded 
to. There is no need to enter the house itself.

17 288-290 & 292 
Whitehorse Road, 
Balwyn

Owner

These properties were built in the 
early 1990s (288-290 Whitehorse 
Road) and 2006 (292 Whitehorse 
Road). It is unclear why these 
properties have been included in a 
heritage study.

Both of these properties are listed as Contributory in 
the Balwyn Village Commercial Precinct citation. No. 
288 is noted as a ‘new modern branch bank for the 
ANZ Bank’ which opened in the 1950s or ‘60s.

Council’s building permit records confirm that the
bank at Nos. 288-290 was built in early 1962 by 
Anderson Construction Company (Reg. 30260, 20 
Dec. 1961). They also record that alterations and 
additions were carried out in 1990 (Reg. 89790, 10 
Jan. 1990).

Examining the building plans associated with these 
two building permits, it is clear that the 1962 building 
was enlarged to the rear (south) and the two street 
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Submitter

elevations (north and west) were altered in 1990. The 
north elevation was extensively modified, with the 
pattern of windows changed and the façade 
extended to the east. On this basis, it is agreed that 
the ANZ bank building at 288-290 Whitehorse Road 
is too altered to be contributory to the precinct.

It should, however, remain in the precinct boundaries 
as a non-contributory place, as it stands within a 
continuous row of contributory buildings, and any 
future development at this site should be sympathetic 
to the heritage precinct.

18 296 & 296a 
Whitehorse Road, 
Balwyn

Owner’s 
representative

The citation does not provide 
justification for these buildings being 
contributory buildings. 

The citation makes no specific 
reference to these buildings. 

The current Commercial 1 Zone and 
Design and Development Overlay 
provides sufficient restrictions on 
future development, a Heritage 
Overlay is not required. 

These nominated properties are noted as being non-
contributory to the Balwyn Village Commercial 
Precinct, not contributory as the submission claims. 

These properties have been included within the 
precinct as they are adjacent to contributory 
properties and any future development of these sites 
could have a detrimental impact upon the heritage 
value of the precinct. 

The Heritage Overlay addresses matters that are not 
considered by the Design and Development Overlay 
or the Commercial 1 Zone. Officers believe that a 
Heritage Overlay is required to ensure that the 
valuable heritage significance of the Balwyn Village 
Commercial Precinct is protected from inappropriate 
development. 

19 208 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Representative

The Church of Christ at this address 
requires restoration works which 
cannot currently be afforded. 

A Heritage Overlay will have a 
detrimental impact on the ability to 
revitalise the site and is opposed. 

It is not clear from the submission whether internal or 
external revitalisation of the site is proposed. 

In the case of internal works, the Heritage Overlay 
places no restriction on internal works. 

In the case of external works, a planning permit will 
be required. The permit process will determine 
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The Heritage Overlay will have a 
detrimental impact on the ability of 
the church to grow it’s ministries to 
the local community. 

whether the proposed works will have a detrimental 
impact upon the significance of the site or the 
precinct. 

If only upkeep and repairs are proposed, a planning 
permit is not required for these types of works. 

There is no reason provided that supports not 
including this property within a Heritage Overlay at 
the grading that has been proposed. 

20 31 Maud Street, 
Balwyn North

Owner

There is not sufficient consideration 
given to how to protect specific 
properties. There needs to be greater 
thought given as to how to share 
protection across the community. 

Too many properties being 
considered for protection have had 
unsuitable buildings built next door. 

We renovated our property and 
retained the front of the building,
even though it would have been 
easier not to do so. 

Council should investigate 
introducing a financial incentive to 
retain heritage properties. By 
reducing rates or building permit 
costs for retaining heritage the cost is 
shared across the community. 

Maud Street should not be included 
in a Heritage Overlay as the 
properties do not have sufficient 
heritage value and have been 
modified. 

Officers give a great deal of consideration to the 
identification and protection of heritage properties, 
using the tools that are available within the 
Boroondara Planning Scheme. 

The Heritage Overlay is the most appropriate way to 
identify and protect properties of heritage 
significance, as well as providing the greatest 
certainty to property owners or purchasers regarding 
appropriate development of heritage sites. 

Council does not have the ability to levy differential 
rates in a manner that incentivises specific types of 
development. 

The draft heritage citation that has been prepared for 
the Maud Street Maisonettes Precinct details the 
justifications for Council including this precinct within 
the Heritage Overlay. 
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21 146 Winmalee Road, 
Balwyn

Community Member

This property has undergone 
extensive renovations since it was 
originally built. 

There have been changes to the 
interior such that it is entirely modern. 

An extension was added to the rear 
in the 1990s. 

Many of the exterior fittings are 
reproduction or replacement, 
including the roof and window fittings. 

The garden has not been well-
maintained by the current owners.

It is hard to justify a Heritage Overlay 
given these changes. 

There is merit in protecting the 
Lemon Gum on the property. 

Interior changes have not been considered by the 
draft citation, and have no impact on the significance 
of the property. 

The external changes do not diminish the 
significance of the property to such an extent that it is 
not considered to be of heritage significance. 

The draft heritage citation makes note of the 1990s 
extension to the property (to note that it does not 
contribute to the significance).

The draft heritage citation makes specific reference 
to the Lemon-scented Gum to the rear of the 
property.  

22 32 Winmalee Road, 
Balwyn

Owner

Opposed to the Heritage Overlay for 
this property.

Does not dispute that this dwelling 
was the gate lodge to Idlewyld.

As this building does not encompass 
a gateway, it is not a gatelodge. The 
gateway was removed during the 
original subdivision of the estate, as 
a result the house gives no indication 
it was ever a gate lodge and presents 
as a house. 

The other gate lodges noted in the 
comparative analysis still encompass 
gateways and are clearly gate 

Council’s heritage expert agrees that one definition of 
the term ‘gate lodge’ is a building enclosing a 
gateway. However, it can equally apply to one that 
accompanies a gateway, as the Idlewyld gate lodge 
did when built.

In the case of 32 Winmalee Road, it is granted that it 
might be more accurate to refer to it as a ‘Former 
gate lodge’. However, the fact remains that this 
property is of heritage significance due to its 
association with the estate as a gate lodge. 

While it is also agreed that the removal of the gates 
and pillars is unfortunate, this is not unusual for 
former gate lodges that are in municipal heritage 
overlays, or even those that are on the Victorian 
Heritage Register. For example, the Overnewtown 
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lodges. 

Other noted gate lodges, such as 
that associated with Invergowrie, are
readily identifiable with the respective 
mansions, this property is not, being 
located some 350 metres away. 

The description of the dwelling note 
features that are common on many 
interwar dwellings and are not 
indicative of any particular 
significance. 

Unless one is aware that this 
dwelling was the previous gate lodge 
of Idlewyld there is nothing to 
indicate that this is the case.  

Gatehouse (VHR) is separated from Overnewton 
House by a suburban subdivision and a freeway. 
Stables are another kind of subsidiary building that 
are often individually protected, if they have been 
separated from the associated house by successive 
subdivisions.

Apart from these examples, there are many other 
places in heritage overlays whose original use is not 
apparent to passers-by. In this case, interpretation 
explaining this former use and why it was important 
can be very helpful. But a place of heritage 
significance warrants protection, with or without such 
interpretation for the general public.

Council’s heritage expert further agrees that the 
Invergowie gate lodge is a very special place in the 
City of Boroondara. This is reflected by its inscription 
in the Victorian Heritage Register, which means that 
it is significant to the State of Victoria. For the former 
Idlewyld gate lodge to warrant inclusion in the 
Boroondara Heritage Overlay, it only needs to be 
important in the Balwyn context, which has been 
documented in the place citation.

23 210 Whitehorse 
Road, Balwyn

Owner

Enquiry seeking assurance that a 
property that is graded non-
contributory will have no restrictions 
on future development or demolition. 

While it is correct to say that non-contributory 
properties are less burdened than contributory or 
significant properties, it would not be correct to say 
that the Heritage Overlay will have no impact on the 
future development or demolition of the building.

Within the Heritage Overlay a planning permit is 
required for demolition, as well as for buildings and 
works. Council is generally supportive of applications 
to demolish non-contributory buildings, however it is 
usually a requirement that an application for a 
replacement building be made at the same time. 
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Any application for buildings and works would be 
assessed against the heritage value of the precinct 
as a whole to ensure that the new development does
not have a negative impact on the heritage value of
the precinct. 

24 2 Kinsella Crescent, 
Balwyn

Owner

Opposed to the Balwyn Heritage 
Study. 

No properties with heritage values to 
be studied in Balwyn unlike Kew, 
Hawthorn and Camberwell.

Properties in Balwyn are not of 
heritage significance. 

Did not receive any notification about 
this process. 

Council should carry out consultation 
with the community before beginning 
the heritage study. 

Residents should receive notification 
by mail and email in case they are 
away from home during the 
consultation period. 

Resident’s opinions should be 
considered as they have invested a 
lot of money in their homes. 

This property has not had a draft citation prepared 
and is not included in the Balwyn Heritage Study 
Peer Review. 

Council’s has prepared a number of draft heritage 
citations that lay out a case for the heritage 
significance of properties within Balwyn. The 
submitter has provided no evidence to substantiate 
the claim that properties or precincts within Balwyn
should not be included in the Heritage Overlay. 

Notification of this preliminary consultation has been 
sent to affected property owners and occupiers, as 
well as adjoining owners and occupiers. As this 
property does not fall within those parameters, they 
were not sent notification of the preliminary 
consultation process. 

Council’s standard process is to carry out preliminary
consultation once a draft citation has been prepared, 
prior to the citation being adopted by Council. This 
ensures that Council has a position to consult on, 
and that the community is made aware of Council 
proposals before they are adopted. 

Council maintains an email notification process for 
those residents that have requested to be informed 
via this method. Council does not have access to 
email addresses for all residents, only those that 
have elected to provide one to Council. 
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IDENTIFER
 

Other/s
BALWYN VILLAGE COMMERCIAL PRECINCT

Address 208-308 Whitehorse Road
347-377; 397-425 Whitehorse Road
BALWYN

Date/s Mostly1910-1940

Theme/s 2.7.2 Developing townships and villages
 

5.3 Marketing and retailing
Heritage Group

 

Heritage Category
Residential Buildings (Private)

 

Residential Precinct
Heritage status -

Intactness
 

Condition
Good

 

Good
Significance

 

Recommendation
Local

 

Include in HO as a precinct
 

 
Significant: 208, 347-349, 351, 359 and 361-363 Whitehorse Road

 

Contributory: 212-216, 222-232, 234-236, 252, 254, 256-258, 260-262, 264-266, 270-272, 274, 276-278, 280-
282, 284-286, 288-290, 292-294, 298-300, 302-306, 308, 308a-308b, 355-357, 365-367, 367a-
369, 371-373, 375-377, 397-399, 401, 403-409, 411-415 and 419-425 Whitehorse Road

 

Non-contributory: 210, 218-220, 238-244, 246-250, 268, 288-290, 292, 296-296a, 379 and 417 Whitehorse Road

1BALWYN & BALWYN NORTH HERITAGE STUDY: AUGUST 2015 
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History
 

The origins of a village-like settlement at the junction of Balwyn Road and Whitehorse Road can be traced back to a
modest mud-brick meeting place, loftily known as the Athenaeum Hall, that was erected on the west side of Balwyn
Road in 1861. This remained the focus for local affairs for some years, serving jointly as a public hall, a mechanics
institute, a school and a place of worship. The last two of these functions were subsequently transferred to purpose-built
counterparts nearby: a Common School (1868) and an Anglican church (1872) both on Balwyn Road, south of
Whitehorse Road. Commercial development appears to have begun with a general store and post office, which opened
on the south-east corner of Balwyn and Whitehorse roads in 1874.

 

By 1900, retail development was concentrated on the north side of Whitehorse Road, where there were five businesses
listed between Power Street and Balwyn Road: a baker, a butcher, a bootmaker, a grocer and a blacksmith. Further
east, the only commercial enterprise between Balwyn Road and Mangan Street was a hay and corn store operated by
David Hyland. On the south side, the Golden Key Cash Grocery stood on the east corner of Balwyn Road, and Henry
Mitchell's dairy on the west corner. The former is clearly evident on the MMBW plan of April 1907, which shows that the
remainder of that block of Whitehorse Road then occupied by three detached dwellings and plenty of still-vacant land. At
that time, the only other commercial enterprise in the vicinity was the Survey Hotel, located further east along
Whitehorse Road. By 1910, more businesses had appeared along the north side of the road, with the block between
Balwyn Road and Mangan Street then being occupied by a butcher, a corner store and another grocer. Also established
there by that time was the timber-yard of Edwin Le Leu, whose family was to play a prominent part in the development of
Balwyn in the early twentieth century.

 

By 1920, there had been considerably more intense expansion of commercial activity along Whitehorse Road. On the
north side, the block between Power Street and Balwyn Road included a motor garage, a blacksmith, a fruiterer, a dairy
produce merchant, a butcher and a baker. Between Balwyn Road and Mangan Street were two grocers and an estate
agent and, beyond Mangan Street, there was now a confectioner, another dairy produce merchant and the relocated
premises of F J & F N Le Leu, timber merchants. On the south side of Whitehorse Road, there was a shoe shop and an
estate agent at the corner of Rochester Road and, slightly further west, a wood yard and confectioner on the Balwyn
Road corner. On the opposite corner of Balwyn Road, the directory recorded a "shop being built" in 1920. The following
year, the first occupants of this new building were listed as G H Cook, chemist, and Mrs E Porteous, milliner.

 

By 1925, the directory listed now fewer than 37 business on the north side of Whitehorse Road: nineteen in the block
between Power Street and Balwyn Road, seven between Balwyn Road and Mangan Street, and eleven between
Mangan Street and Yerrin Street. These not only included grocers, butchers, bakers, dairy produce merchants and
estate agents, but also a dentist, an upholsterer, a plumber, a watchmaker and branches of the ES&A Bank and the
Moran & Cato chain. On the south side of Whitehorse Road, the directory listed 24 businesses, most concentrated in
the block between Balwyn Road and Rochester Street - including "two shops being built". By 1930, the total number of
businesses on the north side had increased to 40, and on the south side to 34. Amongst the new additions to the latter
were branches of the Commonwealth Bank and the State Savings Bank.

 

The MMBW plan of the area, prepared in several stages between 1927 and 1929, provides a useful snapshot of the
extent of commercial development at this time. The north side of Whitehorse Road, between Power Street and Balwyn
Road, was still the most densely developed part of the village, with clusters of brick or timber shops shops built right to
the street boundary, albeit still interspersed with a few detached dwellings. East of Balwyn Road, there was a corner
shop, some vacant land with a detached house (identified as Belle Vue) and another row of shops before Mangan Road.
Beyond Mangan Road, there was another cluster of brick shops built to the street, a large tract of vacant land, then three
more shops before Yerrin Street. On the south side of Whitehorse Road, G H Cook's corner pharmacy (then occupied at
the upper level by an estate agent) still remained the only shop west of the Balwyn Road junction. That block was
otherwise occupied by a single detached house, some vacant land and, at the corner of Cherry Road, the new Balwyn
Church of Christ, which had been erected only a few years earlier, in 1922.

 

It was in the 1930s, however, that the precinct underwent its most significant phase of expansion. During the first half of
that decade, directories recorded several new additions, including a branch of the National Bank of Australia at No 359
(first listed in 1931) and new shops at Nos 401 (1932), 361-63 (1935), 264-66 (1936) and 365-67 (1937).
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Detail of MMBW plan, dated April 1929, showing commercial development along Whitehorse Road by that time.
(source: Map Collection, State Library of Victoria)

 
It was during the later 1930s, however, that commercial development intensified as the last few remaining pockets of
open space (some which was still occupied by remnant Victorian dwellings) were infilled.  Just over a dozen new shops
appeared for the first time in the Sands & McDougall Directory for 1939, including two pairs at Nos 367a-369 and Nos
270-272, a row of four at Nos 403-409, and a particularly prominent row of five at Nos 417-425. The initial occupants of
these new premises included two frock shops, two shoe shops, a cake shop, a ladies' drapery, a fancy goods shop and a
florist. Over the next couple of years, the previously underdeveloped land on the south side of Whitehorse Road, west of
Balwyn Road, was finally infilled. This commenced with a row of four shops at Nos 228-232 (first listed in 1940),
followed by three more at No 212-216 and another pair at Nos 222-224 (all 1941). That year also saw the completion
one more row of four shops at Nos 302-308, occupied by a library, a frock shop, a fruiterer and a butcher.

 

The precinct underwent relatively few changes in the early post-war era. While many existing shops were refurbished
(invariably by replacing pre-war shopfronts with more modern counterparts), few new premises were built in the 1950s
and '60s. Chief amongst these was a new modern branch bank for the ANZ Bank, which opened at No 288. More
extensive redevelopment has taken place since the 1960s, including the construction of a supermarket on the north side
of Whitehorse Road. Erected in the early 1970s, this took up a large site at Nos 383-395, formerly occupied by some
half-a-dozen pre-war shops including the Le Leu family's long-running hardware outlet and joinery workshop. Since the
1970s, a number of other new shops have been erected along the strip, including, most recently, those at Nos 218-220.

 
Description and Integrity
As outlined above, the Village of Balwyn originally extended in all four directions from the intersection of Balwyn and
Whitehorse Roads. Commercial and retail development was largely concentrated along both sides of Whitehorse Road,
with the public buildings (school, Anglican church and public hall) along Balwyn Road. As it exists today, the most intact
remaining portion of the village extends along Whitehorse Road: one the south side from Cherry Road to a point just
before Talbot Avenue, and on the north side from slightly west of Balwyn Road to just beyond Yerrin Street. While
comparable development continues beyond those boundaries, it tends to be less cohesive, characterised by more
frequent intrusion of non-contributory buildings.

 

The precinct effectively comprises a continuous row of one- and two-story commercial/retail buildings, built right to the
footpath, creating a cohesive low-rise streetscape. The notable exception is the Baptist Church complex (church and
manse) at No 208, which not only represents the sole purpose-built non-commercial building in the precinct, but also the
only one that is entirely freestanding and set back from the street. It has been included in the precinct for its ability to
demonstrate the presence of public buildings in the Village of Balwyn, and also as an appropriate termination (both
historically and aesthetically) of the precinct's extreme western edge
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The oldest surviving buildings in the precinct, located just west of the Balwyn Road junction, are two pairs of double-
storey residential shops at Nos 234-236 and 347-349. Both buildings are of brick construction with tile-clad hipped roofs
concealed by stepped parapets, rendered stringcourses and tall rectangular windows with timber-framed double-hung
sashes. The former has a rough-cast rendered finish, a canted bay window to the upper level of one shop (No 234) and
splayed corner, with shaped pediment, to the other (No 236), while the latter is of face brick with rendered window
surrounds and a more articulated parapet that incorporates capped piers, pierced openings and the words BOVILL'S
BUILDINGS. The adjacent corner shop at No 353, although slightly later in date, is still one of the oldest building in the
precinct. Similarly two-storeyed, it has a painted brick finish, double-hung windows, and an exposed tile-clad hipped roof
with a projecting cylindrical bay at the street corner, which is surmounted in a small domed belvedere.

 

There are a few other early (ie pre-1930) shops in the precinct, located east of Balwyn Road intersection along the south
side of Whitehorse Road. A row of two-storey residential shops at Nos 252-258 comprises one pair in red brick with
unpainted rendered piers (Nos 256-258), an adjacent rendered example with rusticated piers (No 254), and another
rendered example with a canted bay window, capped piers and vaguely Art Nouveau ornament in pressed cement (No
252). All four of these shops have typical recessed rendered panels just below the parapet, which would have originally
contained painted signage. Slightly further eastward, there are three pairs of early single-storey shops (Nos 260-262,
276-78 and 284-286), all similarly articulated with solid parapets of capped brick piers and curved walls with matching
moulded capping. The third pair, at the intersection of of Rochester Road, has the typical splayed corner entrance.
There are also a few comparable early shops on the north side of Whitehorse Road, including a two-storey example with
a painted brick facade (No 373) and some one-storey examples with stepped parapets (Nos 375-77).

 

Most of the precinct's pre-war fabric, however, dates from the 1930s. It is almost exclusively represented by two-storey
residential shops (or shops with offices above) that exist as attached pairs, or as larger rows of three or four, rather than
individual examples. A notable exception is the former branch of the English, Scottish & Australian Bank (No 359), which
is a one-off single-storey building in the inter-war Greek Revival style, with a rendered facade incorporating a rusticated
piers and a pair of fluted Doric columns flanked the off-centre entrance. Several contemporaneous two-storey shops
have rendered facades at the upper levels, sometimes enlivened with classical-inspired details such as the Roman
fasces motif (Nos 365-67) or a stepped and curved parapet in the Baroque mode (No 401). Another pair of rendered
shops (Nos 397-99) is in the Spanish Mission style, with pantiled roof, roughly trowelled render and multi-paned windows
with round arches. There are also two pairs of shops in the Tudor Revival idiom (Nos 298-300, 361-63), each with the
characteristic steep roof, half-timbered gable end and clinker brickwork. In the latter example, the half-timbering extends
across the entire upper facade, which also incorporates a projecting central rectangular bay window (with lozenge
glazing), contrasted against a recessed entry porch at street level.

 

Virtually all of the remaining pre-war shops date from the later 1930s and are in the Streamlined Moderne style typical of
that era. These shops exist as pairs (eg Nos 222-24, 264-66, 270-72, 367-69) as well as in rows of three (eg Nos 212-
16) or four (Nos 226-32, 403-11, 419-425). They are typically expressed with dark-coloured clinker brickwork to the
upper facades, with some horizontal emphasis variously introduced by stringcourses in contrasting cream brick,
rendered banding at parapet level, projecting concrete window hoods, and horizontal glazing bars to windows. A few
have rendered facades (Nos 302-06, 310-12), while some incorporate contrasting vertical elements, either in face brick
(Nos 226, 270-72) or rendered (Nos 222-24, 310-12), as a counterpoint to the horizontal emphasis.

 

The buildings in the precinct exhibit various degrees of exterior intactness. Some are remarkably intact at the upper
level, retaining original unpainted brickwork and, in one case, unpainted render. Others have been subject to over
painting of brickwork, or the concealment of original facades (or individual details) behind modern signboards. Most of
the shopfronts themselves have been replaced or significantly altered, although some retain parts of their original fitout
such as recessed entrances, metal-framed windows and spandrels lined with mosaic or glazed tiling. Amongst the more
intact shopfronts are those at Nos 234, 367 and 369. Several shops retain original cantilevered awnings over the
footpath; some, notably those associated with Nos 234-36 and 419-425, still have their patterned pressed metal ceilings.
Also of interest in the precinct is the survival of early signage. There is remnant painted signage on the western wall of
the pre-war shop at No 361, and on the parapet of No 262 (stating "Fish Shop"). Some prominent early post-war
illuminated signage also survives, typified by the roof-mounted blade signs at Nos 224 and 304 which respectively
advertise a Chinese restaurant (no longer in operation) and the Oasis Coffee Shop.
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Early (pre-1920) corner shop on south side (Nos 234-236 ) Early (pre-1920) corner shops on north side (Nos 349, 351-353)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Branch bank (No 359) and Tudor Revival pair (No 361-363) Various earlylmid-1930s shops on north side (No 397-399, 401)
 
 

 
Moderne shops on south side; note roof-mounted signage 1930s shop-front (No 369) retaining original features
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Historical Context
 

As already outlined, the development of a village-like settlement around the junction of Balwyn and Whitehorse Roads
dates back to the 1860s and, as such, has significant associations with early post-contact settlement in Balwyn. Many of
the early buildings that sprung up in the village, including the Athenaeum Hall (1861), Common School (1869), Anglican
Church (1872) and State School (1873) were the first of their respective types to appear in the study area. Subsequent
waves of expansion, demolition and redevelopment, however, have obliterated much of this evidence. Today, only the
Anglican church on Balwyn Road (qv) survives in a sufficiently intact state to demonstrate the origins of the village. None
of the early commercial buildings remain; the oldest survivors appear to be the early twentieth century shops on
Whitehorse Road, west of the Balwyn Road intersection. In its present form, the village retains more potent historical
associations with the inter-war period, which was perhaps the most significant era of Balwyn's history in terms of the
expansion not only of residential settlement, but associated retail and commercial development.

 
Comparative analysis

 

While there are a number of comparable shopping strips in the study area that date back to the pre-Second World War
era, all of these are much smaller in scale and tend to exhibit less variety and richness in both building type and
architectural style. Furthermore, they are entirely associated with suburban expansion during the inter-war period - that
is, they do not include any buildings earlier than c.1920. A few, in fact, are made up virtually or entirely of shops from the
later 1930s or 1940s - typified by the row of eleven single-storey cream brick Moderne-style shops at 1030-1060 Burke
Road (south of the Belmore Road corner), the portion of Doncaster Road between Bulleen Road and Macedon
Avenue/Marwal Avenue, and the development that straddles the south-east corner of Burke and Doncaster Roads. In all
cases, the commercial streetscapes have been compromised by alterations to the pre-war shops (most frequently by
overprinting of previously unpainted brickwork, and replacement of shopfronts) and by the construction of new shops
during the post-war era.

 

Only one of these local shopping strips, located further west along Whitehorse Road in Deepdene, includes any
significant number of early shops from the 1920s - these include a interesting row of three single-storey rendered shops
at Nos 73-77, and the adjacent row of four two-storey residential shops, in red brick, at Nos 79-85. It also includes an a
later example in the unusual Spanish Mission style (No 48) and another pair in an above-average Moderne mode (Nos
95-97). However, individual pre-war shops in this strip tend to be much more altered than their counterparts in the
nearby Balwyn Village, and the streetscape is otherwise interspersed with a considerably higher proportion of post-war
fabric. The south side of the road, between Campbell Road and Walsh Street, exhibits a particularly low level of physical
integrity, with only a handful of pre-war shops (eg Nos 24, 48, 72, 74, 78 and 80) amongst an overlay of more recent
redevelopment.

 
Assessment against Criteria

 

Associated with the earliest phase of non-residential development in the study area ie the Village of Balwyn (Criterion A)

Precinct includes the only surviving examples of Edwardian shops in the study area (Criterion B)

Demonstrative of the expansion of commercial, retail and community facilities during the inter-war period (Criterion D)
 

Demonstrates a particularly wide variety of aesthetic styles of the period from c.1910 to 1940, including Victorian
Survival, Edwardian Baroque, Classical Revival, Moderne, Spanish Mission and Tudor Revival (Criterion E)

 

Includes several particularly fine examples of individual shops, and a notable Classical Revival branch bank (Criterion F)
 
 

Grading and Recommendations
 

The Balwyn Village Commercial Precinct is a significant heritage area in the City of Boroondara.
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Statement of Significance
 

What is significant?
 

The Balwyn Village Commercial Precinct, extending along both sides of Whitehorse Road at the junction of Balwyn Road
(including those properties on the south side between Cherry Road and almost to Weir Street, and on the north side from
just west of Balwyn Road to just east of Yerrin Street) consists largely of low-rise retail and commercial development
from the early twentieth century (c.1910 to 1940), expressed as single and double-storey shops in brick (rendered or
face brick) in a range of architectural styles including Victorian Survival, Edwardian Baroque, Moderne, Spanish Mission,
Tudor Revival and Classical Revival. The precinct marks the site of the original Village of Balwyn, which was the focus
for community and commercial activity from the 1860s. The Balwyn Church of Christ (1922), which marks the south-
western edge of the precinct, remains the only public building in the strip, and the only one set back from the street.

 
How is it significant?

 

The precinct is of historical, architectural and aesthetic significance to the City of Boroondara.
 

Why is it significant?
 

Historically, the precinct is significant for associations with the original Village of Balwyn, which began to develop at the
junction of Whitehorse and Balwyn Roads from the early 1860s. As the initial focus for commercial, retail, educational
and other community functions in the Balwyn area, it can be considered as the cradle of post-contact settlement in the
study area. While none of the early non-residential buildings from the nineteenth century remain in the village proper
(the sole survivor, St Barnabas' Anglican Church, being located slightly further south on Balwyn Road, just outside the
boundaries of the precinct), this part of Whitehorse Road otherwise includes some of the earliest surviving shops in the
study area, prominently sited on the west corners of Balwyn Road. The remainder of the streetscape is characterised by
a selection of commercial buildings that provide evidence of the gradual expansion of the surrounding suburbia over
several key phases in the early 1920s, later 1920s, early 1930s and (notably) the late 1930s.

 

Architecturally and aesthetically, the precinct is significant for its diversity of pre-war architectural styles, as demonstrated
by the shops erected between c.1910 and 1940. The earliest surviving examples, designed in the sedate Victorian
Survival mode (ie the two-storey rendered corner shops at No 234-36, and Bovill's Building, in red brick, at No 349)
contrast with the bolder Edwardian Baroque style of the other corner shop (No 351-353), with its eye-catching domed
corner tower, and others that show the influence of Art Nouveau (eg red brick shop at No 252). These early shops, in
turn, are complemented by the later pre-war buildings, realised in a broad range of fashionable styles of the 1920s and
'30s including Spanish Mission (with shaped parapets and rough-cast render), Tudor Revival (with clinker brickwork and
half-timbered gable ends) and Moderne (with their streamlined horizontal expression), as well as the single unique
manifestation of the Gothic style exhibited by the Balwyn Church of Christ. The streetscape, which expresses cohesion
through its generally consistent scale (mostly pairs or longer rows of two-storey residential shops, interspersed with a
few smaller single-storey and/or single-fronted ones) and setback, simultaneously demonstrates an aesthetic richness
through its variety of styles, forms, finishes. The period retail character of the precinct is enhanced by the survival of
some of the original shopfronts, as well as some original signage (both painted signage from the pre-war era, and some
illuminated signage from the early post-war era).

 
Identified by

 

Built Heritage Pty Ltd
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